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- Time zones: when is same-time the same time?
- So it makes more sense to think in terms of events, rather than absolute time.
- Some events are tightly bound to specific times: eg. Waking up, going to work, eating etc.
- But these are predictable and boring.
So how about the little events that make life interesting?

– Stubbing your toe, finding money, scraping your knee, smile from a cute girl/guy, running for and missing/making the bus, getting cut off, giving money to a bum, yelling at/being yelled at, witnessing something out of the ordinary.
Do you record/replay these things consciously/unconsciously?

- Consciously: Record audio description after the event; tag it; and send to database.

- Unconsciously: Bio-sensing.
  - System spots interesting features and queries user for audio description/tag. Sends to database.
  - Instantly search the database for events that matched your tags, biometrics, or normalised biometrics.
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